Genetic robustness (tolerance of mutation) may be a naturally selected property in some viruses, because it should enhance adaptability. Robustness should be especially beneficial to viruses like HIV-1 that exhibit high mutation rates and exist in immunologically hostile environments. Surprisingly, however, the HIV-1 capsid protein (CA) exhibits extreme fragility. To determine whether fragility is a general property of HIV-1 proteins, we created a large library of random, single-amino-acid mutants in HIV-1 integrase (IN), covering >40% of amino acid positions. Despite similar degrees of sequence variation in naturally occurring IN and CA sequences, we found that HIV-1 IN was significantly more robust than CA, with random nonsilent IN mutations only half as likely to cause lethal defects. Interestingly, IN and CA were similar in that a subset of mutations with high in vitro fitness were rare in natural populations. IN mutations of this type were more likely to occur in the buried interior of the modeled HIV-1 intasome, suggesting that even very subtle fitness effects suppress variation in natural HIV-1 populations. Lethal mutations, in particular those that perturbed particle production, proteolytic processing, and particle-associated IN levels, were strikingly localized at specific IN subunit interfaces. This observation strongly suggests that binding interactions between particular IN subunits regulate proteolysis during HIV-1 virion morphogenesis. Overall, use of the IN mutant library in conjunction with structural models demonstrates the overall robustness of IN and highlights particular regions of vulnerability that may be targeted in therapeutic interventions.
L
ike many RNA viruses, HIV-1 derives its success from its evolvability. High mutation rates, large population sizes, and rapid replication all contribute to its ability to adapt to changing environmental pressures, such as immune responses, target cell availability, and therapy (1) (2) (3) . Under these conditions, genetic robustness, which describes the capacity for biological entities to maintain function despite mutation, should be highly beneficial and offer a means of carrying a mutational load (3) (4) (5) . Indeed, previous work with RNA viruses has provided evidence of natural selection for robustness and has suggested that under certain conditions, robustness can be favored over fitness (6) (7) (8) .
These prior studies, and others which have explicitly investigated robustness in RNA viruses (9, 10) , have done so primarily in the context of the full viral genome, which can mask potential variation in robustness among individual proteins or regions of the viral genome. To better understand how robustness might function at the level of individual viral proteins, we recently used a large library of random single-amino-acid mutants to investigate the robustness of the HIV-1 capsid (CA), both in vitro and in vivo. Strikingly, we found a remarkable degree of fragility (lack of robustness or sensitivity to mutation) in CA, with 70% of singleamino-acid changes resulting in replication-defective viruses in vitro. Requirements imposed during the assembly of mature virions were the predominant source of genetic fragility in CA (11) . Investigation of the robustness of CA permitted examination of how competing selection pressures to maintain structure and function on the one hand and to diversify sequence in the face of immune pressure on the other can play out both in vitro and in vivo.
To determine whether the extreme genetic fragility exhibited by CA was unusual among HIV-1 proteins, we chose to evaluate the robustness of another critical HIV-1 protein that might also be expected to exhibit a high degree of fragility. HIV-1 integrase (IN), like HIV-1 CA, is an essential, highly conserved, multifunctional protein. The primary function of IN, as a component of the pre-integration complex (PIC), is to mediate integration of the viral genome into host cell DNA through catalytic activities. Specifically, during 3= processing, IN dimers bind at both of the long terminal repeats (LTRs) found at each end of the viral DNA (vDNA) and hydrolyze conserved GT dinucleotides to reveal recessed 3= termini with exposed hydroxyl groups (12) (13) (14) (15) . In the subsequent DNA strand transfer reaction, these 3= hydroxyls attack opposing strands of host chromosomal DNA, joining the vDNA ends to the host DNA's 5= phosphates (16) (17) (18) .
While the crystal structure for full-length HIV-1 IN has not yet been determined, much is known about the domain structures and functions of the 32-kDa, 288-amino-acid protein. An ϳ49-amino-acid N-terminal domain (NTD) adopts a helix-turn-helix fold, contains an HH/CC zinc binding domain, and contributes to both IN multimerization and DNA binding (19) . The central catalytic core domain (CCD), residues 50 to 212 (in some schemes, 59 to 202), is responsible for both 3= processing and strand transfer reactions and also contributes to multimerization, vDNA binding, and host target DNA binding (20, 21) . The CCD adopts an RNase H fold and contains a D,D(35)-E amino acid motif that binds divalent metal ions, specifically Mg 2ϩ (20, 22) . The C-terminal domain (CTD), which includes residues 213 to 288 (or in some schemes 223 to 270), adopts a beta barrel structure, resembling an Src homology 3 (SH3)-type fold, is involved in binding to host cell target DNA, and also contributes to multimerization (21, 23, 24) . Interactions involving the three domains result in the formation of a tetramer comprised of a dimer of dimers, which, when bound to the vDNA, forms a complex known as the intasome (25) . Determination of the crystal structure of the prototype foamy virus (PFV) intasome illuminated how IN domains contribute to protein multimerization, as well as to vDNA and host DNA binding (26, 27) . By analogy to the PFV intasome crystal structure, new models of the HIV-1 intasome structure have been derived (28, 29) .
Previous mutagenesis studies of IN have demonstrated that the various IN domains contribute to proviral integration and also to other steps in the viral life cycle, including virion assembly. Generally, IN mutants can be divided into two classes: class I mutants are those that are selectively defective for integration, while class II mutants are characterized by pleiotropic defects, including assembly and/or reverse transcription (30) . Importantly, mutagenesis studies utilizing complementation have indicated the likelihood that IN forms a functional multimer (31) (32) (33) . Other mutagenesis studies have also suggested a critical role for IN-binding cellular cofactors, for example, lens epithelium-derived growth factor (LEDGF) (34) and possibly transportin SR-2 (TRN-SR2, or TNPO3) (35) and integrase interactor (INI) 1/hSNF5 (36) . Further work using scanning or site-directed mutagenesis has revealed individual IN amino acids that are likely to be involved in DNA binding or other critical IN functions (22, (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) . Cumulatively, these studies have suggested that IN is comparatively sensitive to mutation. However, no previous study has analyzed a comprehensive panel of unbiased IN mutants, nor has there been any systematic measurement of IN robustness.
Here, we generated a large panel of random single-amino-acid mutants, which we used to measure the genetic robustness of HIV-1 IN. We also assessed the impact of fitness costs on IN variation in natural viral populations and reveal areas of mutational fragility using HIV-1 IN structural models. We find that IN is surprisingly robust in vitro compared to CA, with only 35% of single-amino-acid IN mutations resulting in nonviable viruses. Comparisons of in vitro fitness measurements with occurrence in natural subtype B HIV-1 populations reveal that IN mutations with fitness values of Ͻ40% of wild-type (WT) fitness rarely occur in vivo, a value that is remarkably similar to that obtained with the same analysis of CA mutations. Our data also show that certain IN subunit interfaces are particularly sensitive to mutation and are required for accurate particle assembly rather than integration. Comparison of random CA and IN mutant data sets demonstrates how differently two essential HIV-1 proteins can tolerate mutation in vitro but also reveals certain commonalities that arise in the two data sets. Understanding the tolerance of HIV-1 IN to mutation is particularly valuable given that IN is an increasingly important therapeutic target in HIV-1 infection (45).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmids and construction.
Creation of a randomly mutagenized IN library was done using approaches similar to those previously described for a random CA library (11) . The proviral plasmid pNHGintBS is a derivative of the pNHGcapNM (GenBank accession number JQ686832) used for the CA library, with the following changes. The SpeI restriction enzyme site in pNHGcapNM was eliminated, and silent mutations were introduced so that the IN coding sequence was flanked by unique BstBI and SpeI sites at the 5= and 3= ends, respectively; this pNHGintBS construct is referred to as the parental or WT sequence. The GeneMorph II random mutagenesis kit (Agilent) was used in conjunction with the oligonucleotides designed to amplify IN coding sequences: 5=-GGA AAT  GAA CAA GTA GAT GGG TTG GTC AGT GCT GGA ATT CGA AAA  GTA CTA-3= and 5=-GCT TTC CTT GAA ATA TAC ATA TGG TGT TTT  ACT AGT CTT TTC CAT GTG TTA-3= . The mutagenized PCR product and the proviral plasmid pNHGintBS were digested with BstBI and SpeI and ligated. To ensure the appropriate mutagenesis frequency, approximately 285 mutagenized plasmid clones generated using GeneMorph II PCR conditions in which amounts of IN template varied, were sequenced. Subsequently, the mutant library was generated under conditions yielding the highest number of single nucleotide changes, and plasmid DNA was extracted from individual cultures derived from ϳ768 colonies. Sequencing then revealed which single mutant clones were suitable for inclusion in the library. Final proviral plasmid DNA was then freshly isolated for library single mutants and subjected to analysis by restriction digest using BstBI and SpeI, at which point ϳ2% of clones were removed for evidence of recombination.
Cell lines and transfection. MT-4 suspension cells (NIH AIDS Reagent Repository) were maintained in RPMI with gentamicin and 10% fetal calf serum (FCS). Adherent 293T cells were maintained in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) with gentamicin and 10% FCS. For transfection experiments, 293T cells (American Type Culture Collection) were plated in 24-well plates at 1.8 ϫ 10 5 cells per well and transfected the following day using polyethylenimine (Polysciences) and 500 ng of either NHGintBS (WT) or NHGintBS IN mutants described above. Approximately 12 h after transfection with the proviral plasmids, 293T cells were given fresh medium. At 40 h posttransfection, cell supernatants were harvested, filtered (0.22 m), and arrayed in 96-well plates.
Viral replication and infectivity assays. For single-cycle infectivity measurements, MT-4 cells were seeded in 96-well plates at 3 ϫ 10 4 cells per well and inoculated with an amount of filtered supernatant corresponding to a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of ϳ1 for the WT viral clone. To limit replication to a single cycle, 100 M dextran sulfate was added 16 h later. At 48 h postinfection, cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). Alternatively, for spreading replication assays, MT-4 cells, in 96-well plates at 2 ϫ 10 4 cells per well, were inoculated with a volume of filtered supernatant corresponding to an MOI of ϳ0.01 for the WT viral clone. Cells were fixed in 4% PFA at ϳ80 h postinfection. A Guava Easy-Cyte 5HT instrument was used for fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis for all infectivity and replication assays.
Western blotting. Virions, which were pelleted through 20% sucrose by centrifugation, and cell lysates were resuspended in SDS sample buffer, and proteins were separated by electrophoresis on NuPage 4 to 12% Bis-Tris gels (Novex). Proteins were then blotted onto nitrocellulose membranes and probed with either anti-HIV p24 capsid antibody (183-H12-5C), anti-HIV INT-4 antibody (46) (a gift from Michael Malim), or anti-clathrin heavy chain antibody (BD Biosciences; catalog no. 610499). Blots were then probed with fluorophore-conjugated goat anti-mouse secondary antibodies (Thermo Scientific) and scanned and quantified using a LI-COR Odyssey system.
Analysis of IN and CA variants. All HIV-1 subtype B IN and MA sequences from 1980 to 2013 were selected from the Los Alamos HIV sequence database (www.hiv.lanl.gov/). Sequences with frame shifts, stop codons, or nucleotide ambiguities (N or IUPAC code) were excluded from the data set prior to random selection of either 1,000 sequences (for IN) or 4,174 sequences (for MA), from different individuals and locations. Sequences were aligned using MUSCLE (47) , and Perl scripts were used to determine the number of mutations at each site in the alignment. The frequency of each amino acid and its polarity were determined for each variable site. The CA sequences referenced in this work were used previously (11) .
Structural analysis. Examination of the HIV-1 intasome was done with structure coordinates provided by Stephen Hughes (28) and Alan Engelman (29) using MacPyMOL. UCSF Chimera was utilized for analysis of solvent-accessible surface area. Statistical significance of differences in solvent-accessible surface area values between groups of IN mutants (viable versus nonviable mutants, frequent versus never-occurring fit mutants, no variability versus Ͼ10% variability residues, reduced IN incorporation versus no reduction mutants) was determined using unpaired, parametric t tests. Analysis of possible fitness differences between clones with either 0 or 1 silent mutation was also done using unpaired, parametric t tests.
RESULTS
Comparison of variation in natural populations of IN and CA sequences. To determine whether the extreme fragility exhibited by the HIV-1 CA protein was unique to CA or shared by other HIV-1 proteins, we elected to examine a protein that might be expected to have similarly tight constraints on its sequence. We selected IN because it is a multifunctional protein with a size broadly similar to that of CA (32 kDa versus 24 kDa) and participates in several essential interactions and processes. First, we compared how frequently amino acid substitutions were present in cohorts of 1,000 naturally occurring HIV-1 subtype B CA and IN sequences. When depicted linearly, the variability among the sequences appeared similar for IN and CA (Fig. 1A and B) . Comparable IN and CA variability was also evident when the frequencies of amino acids exhibiting different degrees of variability were plotted ( Fig. 1C and D) , and the similar degree to which IN and CA sequences are conserved was particularly apparent when contrasted with the variability found in naturally occurring subtype B matrix (MA) sequences (Fig. 1E) . The similar levels of diversity in natural populations of CA and IN sequences suggested the possibility that CA and IN might be similarly tolerant of mutation.
Construction of a library of random single-amino-acid-substitution mutants of HIV-1 IN. We previously constructed a library of random single-amino-acid CA mutants (11) , and analogous procedures were used to design and construct a randomly mutagenized IN library ( Fig. 2A) . Briefly, a low-fidelity PCR method was used to generate a randomly mutagenized amplicon containing IN coding sequences ( Fig. 2A) . These mutagenized IN sequences were digested and inserted into a replication-competent proviral clone, pNHGintBS, here referred to as the WT, which was used as the parental clone in all experiments described herein. The pNHGintBS clone encodes enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) in place of Nef, to facilitate measurements of virus replication. It is nearly identical to the pNHGcapNM (accession no. JQ686832) previously used for creation of a randomly mutagenized CA library (11) and differs only in that silent mutagenesis was used to create BstBI and SpeI sites flanking IN, into which the randomly mutagenized IN-encoding amplicon was inserted.
During the IN mutant library construction, 770 single colonies were isolated, and proviral plasmid DNA was extracted and sequenced. After the removal of clones with failed sequencing reactions, chromatograms with more than one template, or evidence of recombination, 683 clones remained, and the distribution of their nucleotide changes (Fig. 2B ) and amino acid substitutions ( Fig. 2C ) was determined. In pilot experiments, we optimized the mutagenesis rate; thus, few clones had multiple nucleotide changes, and the IN library therefore yielded a reasonable fraction of mutants with single nucleotide and single-amino-acid substitutions. From the resulting collection of clones that had singleamino-acid changes, clones with nonsense mutations, or duplicate mutations of clones already in the library, were purged. Ultimately, the random mutant IN library contained 156 singleamino-acid-substitution mutants, which covered 118 (41%) of the 288 IN residues. Mutated positions were fairly evenly distributed throughout the protein, although there was greater coverage of residues within the CCD, in part because of its size ( Fig. 3C ; see also Table 3 ). In total, 39% of the single-amino-acid IN substitutions were conservative with regard to change in polarity and hydrophobicity. In comparison, the random mutant CA library contained 135 single-amino-acid-substitution mutants, which covered 102 (44%) of the 231 CA residues and of which 46% were conservative with regard to change in polarity and hydrophobicity (11) . Thus, the two mutant libraries are comparable, with a slight tendency to more conservative substitutions in the CA library.
Fitness measurements of IN mutants and comparison of the fitness effects of random CA and IN mutations. To measure the genetic robustness of IN, we analyzed the fitness of the 156 random single-amino-acid mutants using methods identical to those previously used for the analysis of a random CA mutant library. Specifically, virus-containing supernatant harvested from transfected 293T cells was added to MT-4 cells (at a volume equivalent to a multiplicity of infection [MOI] of 1 for the WT virus), and single-cycle infectivity was measured. Alternatively, a volume equivalent to an MOI of 0.01 for the WT virus was added to MT-4 cells, and multiple rounds of replication were permitted until the WT virus had infected Ͼ50% of cells (ϳ80 h later). Fitness was determined using the number of infected (EGFP-positive) cells, measured by FACS and expressed as a percentage of the number of cells infected by the WT virus. As before in our analysis of a CA mutant library (11) , an arbitrary cutoff was set at 2% of parental virus fitness; mutants with less than 2% of WT fitness in the spreading replication assay were considered nonviable.
Given the similarity in variability exhibited by natural populations of CA and IN sequences, it was surprising that only 35% of single-amino-acid IN substitutions resulted in nonviable virus, whereas twice as many, 70%, of single-amino-acid CA substitutions were lethal (11) . The 101 viable IN mutations, with replicative fitness Ͼ2% of WT fitness, are listed in Table 1 , while the 55 nonviable mutants are listed in Table 2 . As was true for CA (11) , comparison of Tables 1 and 2 demonstrates that different mutations at the same codon in IN could sometimes result in very different fitness outcomes, indicating that the type of amino acid change at some positions can be important. More frequently, however, different amino acid substitutions at the same position resulted in similar fitness outcomes (Tables 1 and 2 ). Analysis of fitness effects of the type of amino acid substitution with regard to specific charge, hydrophobicity, or molecular weight revealed no consistently significant trends with the exception that conservative substitutions (no polarity of hydrophobicity changes) typically resulted in higher fitness (mean fitness ϭ 50% of WT fitness) than nonconservative mutations (mean fitness ϭ 30% of WT fitness). Additionally, polar basic amino acids were typically more sensitive to hydrophobicity change than were other types of amino acids (see, for example, the effects of mutations at amino acids 34, 42, 78, 103, 166, 188, 228, 244, 258, 266, 269) , but this was not always the case (amino acids 127, 156, 159, 160, 215, 236, 244) ( Tables 1 and 2) . The values in Tables 1 and 2 also provide an opportunity to make more general observations about the robustness of the three IN domains. Specifically, as is indicated in Table 3 , the IN CTD was notably more tolerant of mutation than either the NTD or CCD.
A comparison of the distributions of mutational fitness effects (DMFE) for IN and CA ( Fig. 3A and B) illustrates that not only were there fewer mutants with lethal defects for IN, but there were also more mutants with intermediate, small, or no fitness reductions, reinforcing the notion that IN is considerably more robust than CA. The DMFE plot for IN appears quite similar to that reported for several RNA viruses (9, 10, 48) , consistent with the notion that HIV-1 CA is unusual in exhibiting extreme genetic fragility. If the fitness of each IN and CA mutant is plotted (for codons with multiple mutations represented in the library, the smallest fitness value was selected) against its linear position in the protein, stark disparities in robustness are further highlighted ( Fig. 3C and E) . The IN mutant library obviously features significantly higher fitness values than the CA mutant library. IN also appears to display small, localized regions of relative fragility in a background of general mutational robustness, while the opposite appears to be true for CA. Notably, IN library clones with silent mutations had fitness values that were similar to the WT, suggesting that the dominant effect of the IN library mutations was via changes in protein rather than RNA function (Fig. 3D) .
Comparison of randomly introduced and naturally occurring IN mutations. Our previous analyses of the in vitro fitness of CA mutants and their occurrence in natural populations revealed an imperfect correlation. Mutations that conferred Ͻ40% of WT fitness were very rare in natural populations (11) . However, our analysis revealed a population of so-called "fit but rare" mutants, i.e., those that have little effect on in vitro fitness but were rarely found in natural populations. This suggested the existence of some undetermined selective pressure, perhaps immunological, that acts on natural populations of CA sequences and was invisible in our in vitro fitness assays. To clarify the relationship between effects of mutations on in vitro fitness and their occurrence in natural populations, we examined the frequency with which the IN mutants in our library occurred in 1,000 HIV-1 subtype B IN sequences (Tables 1 and 2 ). Plots of mutant fitness against occurrence in natural populations revealed some key similarities in the behavior of IN and CA mutants ( Fig. 3F and G ; the CA plot is reproduced from reference 11). Specifically, as was the case for CA, it appeared that IN mutants were required to exhibit at least 40% of WT replicative fitness in vitro in order to occur at a frequency of Ͼ1% in natural populations. It was also notable that the IN mutant library, like the CA library, contained a significant number of mutations that had little impact on in vitro fitness but rarely occurred in natural populations (Ͼ40% of WT fitness, Ͻ0.3% frequency in natural populations). Table 4 lists 11 IN mutants that had Ͼ40% of WT fitness and occurred frequently in natural populations, as well as 22 IN mutants that had Ͼ40% of WT fitness yet were absent from the 1,000 naturally occurring IN sequences. Thus, the occurrence of mutations that lack major effects on in vitro fitness but are excluded from natural populations is even more evident for IN than for CA.
Fitness effects and natural occurrence of IN mutations in the context of IN structural models. Previously, our depiction of viable and nonviable capsid mutants on a hexameric CA structure revealed patterns in which viable mutants were preferentially located on exposed protein surfaces (11) . While no crystal structure for the intact HIV-1 IN currently exists, as either part of the GagPol precursor or part of the intasome or any other state, we used recently published models of the HIV-1 intasome to depict our IN mutations in the context of a plausible IN structure (Fig. 4A) (28, 29) . The two published models are similar, and our analyses below do not depend on which model is actually used. However, our results are displayed using one model for simplicity, which was selected because it gave marginally easier visualization of the patterns. In this intasome model (Fig. 4A) (28) , unique colors indicate the individual IN subunits, and gray designates DNA.
Upon displaying sites at which the nonviable IN mutants occur in the intasome model, two trends were observed. First, a subset of lethal mutations occurred at the interfaces between IN subunits, in particular the interface between the inner and outer subunits, while a second subset of lethal mutations appeared buried within the intasome structure ( Fig. 4A and B) . Conversely, amino acids that tolerate mutation appeared to occur preferentially in surface locations and away from subunit interfaces (Fig. 4C) . These trends are especially apparent when viable and nonviable mutants are mapped onto the same intasome structure (Fig. 4D) . Moreover, when the solvent-accessible surface area was measured for each IN amino acid, in each of the four subunits (as available), sites of lethal mutations exhibited significantly lower solvent-accessible surface area values than sites of nonlethal mutations ( Fig. 4E ; P ϭ 0.0002).
We also compared the location of mutants that occurred frequently in natural IN sequences with the "fit but absent" subset of mutants (Ͼ40% WT replicative fitness in vitro but absent from natural sequences). Sites that were frequently mutated in naturally occurring IN sequences appeared to be scattered primarily in surface-exposed locations on the intasome (Fig. 5A) . In contrast, the fit but absent mutants were often located in more buried positions (Fig. 5B) . The solvent-accessible surface area values for these two categories of mutants confirmed that the fit but absent mutants are significantly more buried (P ϭ 0.004) (Fig. 5E) . While the degree of surface exposure does not entirely explain why some fit IN mutants seem to not occur in vivo, it appears to be a significant contributing factor. The different locations of the fit and frequently occurring versus the fit but absent categories of mutants are most easily explained by the notion that the fit but absent mutant class has fitness defects that are too subtle to be easily measured in vitro but are sufficient to suppress their occurrence in natural populations. Indeed, while the fit but absent IN mutants all (by definition) exhibited Ͼ40% fitness, the mean fitness of the fit and frequently occurring IN mutants (94.3% of WT fitness) was marginally higher than the fitness of the fit but absent mutants (71.7% of WT fitness), a small but significant difference (P ϭ 0.01, unpaired parametric t test). This finding suggests that our in vitro fitness assay, in which replication over 3 to 4 days was measured, is insensitive in discerning modest fitness defects and that IN mutations conferring even very subtle fitness deficits are excluded from natural populations.
Because the degree of surface exposure correlated with the frequency with which mutations in our IN library occurred in natural populations, we investigated whether the degree of surface exposure might more generally correlate with variability in vivo, irrespective of whether the fitness of a variant had been measured. In fact, IN amino acids that exhibited variation in Ͼ10% of naturally occurring sequences preferentially occurred in surface-exposed locations (Fig. 5C ), while amino acids for which there was no variability in our natural population sample appeared generally more buried (Fig. 5D) . Indeed, amino acids that were invariant had significantly lower solvent-accessible surface area values than those that showed variation (P Ͻ 0.0001) (Fig. 5F ). Overall, therefore, the degree of surface exposure of a particular amino acid seems to be a good indicator of both how fit a mutant is and how likely it is to occur in natural populations. (39, 49) . Since we have also previously shown that certain IN mutations could also affect clathrin incorporation into virions (50), we assessed this parameter, too.
Importantly, cell-associated Gag expression (p24 CA and Gag precursor Pr55) was similar to that of the WT for all IN mutants (Fig. 6) . Moreover, consistent with the fitness measurements, most IN mutants did not exhibit any deficiency in IN expression, particle production, and IN incorporation into particles ( Fig. 6 ; summarized in Table 3 ). Mutant N18I was excluded from further analyses, as the complete absence of signal on Western blots probed with anti-IN suggested that this mutation might have ablated the epitope for the antibody used. Thirty-four (22%) of the IN mutants had at least a 2-fold reduction in virion-associated IN levels, and 13 of these (8%) had a Ͼ5-fold reduction. A larger fraction, 46%, of the NTD mutants appeared to have reduced virion-associated IN levels compared to those of the CCD (23%) or CTD (9%) mutants. Moreover, mutants with reductions in virion-associated IN levels frequently occurred in clusters in the CCD (e.g., residues 78 to 83, 102 to 109, 129 to 132). Mutants with reduced virion-associated IN protein also exhibited decreased cell-associated IN, suggesting that these mutations either caused 
a Frequency with which the indicated mutant residue occurs in 1,000 HIV-1 subtype B IN sequences.
defects in proteolytic processing of the Gag-Pol precursor or instability of the mature processed integrase protein. Notably, virtually all of the IN mutants that exhibited reductions in cell-and virion-associated IN also displayed increases in the cell-associated p41 Gag product, indicating that these mutations induce defects in the extent or timing of proteolytic processing. Additionally, there was a large degree of concordance in the degree to which mutations affected IN expression/virion incorporation and the degree to which they affected clathrin incorporation. This was true for the intact clathrin heavy chain (HC) but was more prominent for a clathrin HC fragment whose occurrence is likely the result of cleavage by the HIV-1 protease in virions (Fig. 6 , below the HC band). A subset of the mutants that exhibited reduced IN levels in cells and virions also exhibited reduced overall particle production. Specifically, 11 mutants (7%) generated at least 2-fold-decreased levels of virion-associated p24. Notably, a display of the nonviable mutants with particle production deficits in the context of the intasome structure revealed a highly specific pattern of localization in which nearly all mutants displaying this phenotype targeted the interface between the inner and outer IN subunits (Fig. 7A) . Moreover, the nonviable mutants that exhibited reduced levels of virion-associated IN and clathrin included an even greater number of mutants at the same interface between the inner and outer IN subunits (Fig. 7B) .
A different phenotype was exhibited by 24 (44%) nonviable mutants. These mutants had normal levels of IN protein in virions or cells and normal levels of particle production but exhibited reduced particle infectiousness. These mutants displayed a different pattern of localization and were scattered throughout the intasome, mostly in solvent-inaccessible locations (Fig. 7C) . The degree to which these nonviable mutants were buried was significant compared to that of nonviable mutants with reduced virionassociated IN levels (P ϭ 0.04) (Fig. 7D) . Overall, a consideration of the effects of IN mutations on particle yield, composition, and infectiousness, in the context of IN structural models, highlights the role that certain portions of the IN protein, particularly subunit interfaces, play during virion assembly and other steps in the viral life cycle.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we first sought to compare the genetic robustness of HIV-1 IN with HIV-1 CA. Our results reveal a significant difference in the robustness of IN and CA, with just 35% of single IN amino acid substitutions resulting in nonviable virus (Ͻ2% of WT fitness), whereas twice as many mutants in CA (70%) gave this outcome. This finding is surprising, because enzymes are ex- (7) 34 (22) 15 (10) 30 (19) a The percentage of mutants considered nonviable (Ͻ2% of WT replicative fitness).
b Mutants with at least 2-fold reductions in particle production, as measured by levels of p24 in virions. c Mutants with at least 2-fold reductions in virion IN levels. d Mutants with at least 2-fold reductions in clathrin incorporation into virions. e All nonviable mutants with less than 2-fold reductions in both virion-associated IN and p24 levels. pected to be particularly genetically fragile, given the requirement that they adopt and change their tertiary structures in subtle, flexible ways (51). The relatively highly conserved nature of IN should also suggest intolerance to mutation (52) . However, our finding that IN is relatively robust compared to CA is similar to previous findings with HIV-1 protease (53) and other viral proteins, such as the bacteriophage f1 gene V protein and varicella-zoster virus thymidine kinase, in which 35 to 40% of mutations are lethal (54, 55) .
Moreover, IN appears to exhibit a degree of robustness similar to that of several whole viral genomes, including those of tobacco etch virus, vesicular stomatitis virus, and bacteriophage Q␤, in which 41%, 40%, and 29% of random mutations are lethal (9, 10, 48) . Furthermore, IN exhibits a level of robustness that is similar to that of nonviral enzymes, such as 3-methyladenine DNA glycosylase (AAG) and Campylobacter jejuni oligosaccharyltransferase PglB, in which 34% and 33% of mutations are lethal, respectively (56, 57) . Thus, the relative robustness of HIV-1 IN compared to CA validates the notion that the extreme fragility of CA is exceptional.
The reasons for the greater robustness of HIV-1 IN than HIV-1 CA are not obvious. Both IN and CA are essential for viral replication and have relatively similar degrees of sequence variation in natural populations (Fig. 1A to D) , suggesting that they should be similarly intolerant of mutation. Difference in function presumably underlies the observed difference in robustness. CA must maintain a stable structure that can adopt a range of CA-CA interactions that are finely tuned and able to adjust as virions assemble and disassemble into immature and mature configurations (58-61). Moreover, CA must also form interactions with a wide variety of host proteins (62) (63) (64) . While IN forms critical interactions with LEDGF (65, 66) , as well as interactions with TRN-SR2(TNPO3) (35, 67) and INI-1/hSNF5 (36, 68) , and also undergoes multimerization processes (21, (69) (70) (71) , the larger number of specialized CA-CA interactions that mediate accurate virion assembly may make CA exceptionally fragile (Fig. 3A to E) (11) .
It is also conceivable that the disparities in the fragility of IN and CA could, at least partially, arise from differences in the underlying RNA structure. While it has previously been suggested that HIV-1 RNA structure might constrain variability and evolution (72) (73) (74) , silent mutations introduced into some of the most highly conserved RNA hairpins in HIV-1 result in no significant virus replication defects (75) . Similarly, introduction of synonymous mutations into other regions of the HIV-1 genome with apparently strong purifying selection against synonymous substi- tutions does not reduce viral fitness in vitro (76) . Our own results indicate that random introduction of single silent mutations in both IN (Fig. 3D) and CA (11) did not frequently cause reduced fitness. Furthermore, the remarkable clustering of nonviable IN mutants at specific protein interfaces argues against the notion that underlying RNA structure is a major determinant of fitness in our mutant libraries. Others have also concluded that specific protein structure, including the degree of surface exposure, can significantly constrain HIV-1's capacity to explore sequence space and evolve (77) .
The comprehensive nature of our mutagenized IN library enabled a more thorough understanding of the role of the individual IN domains in HIV-1 replication. Previous IN mutagenesis studies have elucidated the importance of either specific residues or domain functions (32, 33, 38-40, 42, 78) and are consistent with our results. However, the large-scale nature of our IN library permitted the observation of the most striking features of our analyses, including (i) the localization of many nonviable IN mutants to particular IN subunit interfaces in the intasome model (Fig. 4B to D) and (ii) the specific functional deficits exhibited by these mu- tants, namely, reduced particle production and reduced levels of IN in cells and virions. In clear contrast, nonviable mutants that generated normal levels of virions with normal protein content were more likely to occur in buried positions in the intasome model (Fig. 7A to C) . While the structural models may not precisely represent structures of the full-length IN protein in the context of the Gag-Pol precursor or the intasome, the strong and defined patterns suggest that the HIV-1 intasome structural models we have utilized are likely quite accurate. Most IN mutants that conferred reduced particle production or virion-associated IN levels target the interface between the inner (blue and red, Fig. 4A ) and outer (yellow and green, Fig. 4A ) IN subunits within the clusters of contiguous amino acids 76 to 87, 102 to 113, 132 to 135, and 178 to 213. These amino acids form much of the CCD-CCD dimerization interface (21) . Interestingly, while the function of the outer subunits of the intasome has not been clear (21) , the considerable fragility of the subunit interfaces ( Fig. 4B and D) , and the fact that the IN mutants that display reductions in IN expression or incorporation also exhibit defective proteolytic processing (Fig. 6) , suggests that IN multimerization is an important regulator of protease activity during virion assembly. While previous reports have hinted that individual amino acids at the inner-outer subunit, CCD-CCD interface could be important for IN multimerization (79) (80) (81) , none has realized the full extent of the fragility of this IN domain and the importance it plays during HIV-1 assembly.
This CCD-CCD interface is known to be adjacent to, and include, some critical amino acids that participate in the interaction between HIV-1 IN and LEDGF (82) . A new class of antiretroviral drugs, the allosteric integrase inhibitors (ALLINIs), engage IN at, or close to, the LEDGF binding sites and the CCD-CCD interface (for a review of ALLINIs and their mechanisms of action, see reference 83) . Surprisingly, these drugs exert their effect during HIV-1 production rather than during integration (where LEDGF acts), suggesting that they affect IN subunit interactions rather than LEDGF binding (84) . Together, these data suggest that the nonviable IN mutants described herein, like ALLINIs, affect replication by perturbing (either promoting or inhibiting) multimerization or binding steps at the CCD-CCD interface between the inner and outer subunits that are critical during the assembly of virions.
The finding that a major source of fragility in IN is defined by subunit multimerization during virion assembly is, in a sense, analogous to the finding that the major source of HIV-1 CA fragility is the requirement that it participate in precisely configured multimerization reactions during assembly (11) . Overall, the data from HIV-1 IN and CA suggest the possibility that, in general, (i) specific structural interactions during virus particle assembly processes and (ii) the fraction of protein sequence that remains surface exposed or buried might be key determinants of overall mutational robustness and fragility in viral proteins. Accordingly, in both IN and CA, mutations that were compatible with viability were more likely to occur in solvent-accessible locations (Fig. 4E ) (11) . This is an extension of a long-appreciated concept, based on data from the 1960s, which indicated that hemoglobin residues at the surface were less sensitive to replacement than more internal residues (85) . Consistent with this idea is the observation that surface-exposed IN amino acids were also more variable in natural populations (Fig. 5C , D, and F).
Our fitness measurements suggested that 40% of WT replicative fitness represented a cutoff, and mutants with fitness values less than this were unlikely to occur frequently in natural populations ( Fig. 3F and G) . The fact that the same minimum fitness value was obtained for frequently occurring CA and IN mutants suggests that this cutoff represents an accurate estimate of in vivo fitness restrictions. However, while there were many fit (Ͼ40%) mutants that occurred frequently in vivo, a significant number of fit (Ͼ40%) IN and CA mutants never or rarely occurred in our sample of 1,000 naturally occurring sequences (Table 4) (11). Despite their similar fitness values in vitro, frequently and rarely occurring IN mutants exhibited a clear difference in the location in IN structural models: IN mutations that rarely occurred in vivo typically represented buried amino acids, while those mutations that frequently occurred generally represented surface-exposed amino acids (Fig. 5A, B , and E). The simplest explanation of this anomaly is that fitness defects that are too subtle to be measured in an in vitro fitness assay are sufficient for exclusion in a more exacting in vivo environment.
Why do CA and IN exhibit similar degrees of variation in natural populations when CA is significantly more genetically fragile than IN? One consideration is that CA would be predicted to be under greater immunological pressure than IN because Gag is expressed at 10-to 20-fold-higher levels than Pol in infected cells. While both IN and CA have been documented to be under selective pressure generated by host immune CD8 ϩ CTL responses, there is more evidence of CTL-imposed reductions in fitness in Gag/CA than in Pol/IN, suggesting the fragility exhibited by CA makes it particularly vulnerable to this type of pressure (86) (87) (88) (89) (90) (91) . Thus, the similar degrees of natural sequence variation exhibited by IN and CA could simply reflect a similar balance of opposing forces, namely, immunological selective pressure (driving sequence diversification) and fragility (driving sequence conservation). Moreover, the lower robustness of CA versus IN could help explain why individuals with immune responses to Gag during HIV-1 infection fare better than those with immune responses to other viral proteins (87) .
Robustness should correlate with evolvability and perhaps capacity to evolve resistance to therapeutics and immune responses (5, 92) . Understanding the robustness and fragility of individual proteins like HIV-1 IN and CA could help predict constraints on sequence, indicate vulnerable regions within protein structures, and aid the development of better antiviral strategies.
